SOSIOHUMANIKA: Jurnal Pendidikan Sains Sosial dan Kemanusiaan (Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences Education).

This journal was firstly published on May 20, 2008. Since issues of May 2016 to May 2018, the SOSIOHUMANIKA journal was organized by the Lecturers of UNIPA (University of PGRI Adibuana) in Surabaya, East Java; and published by Minda Masagi Press, as a publisher owned by ASPENSI (the Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education) in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. The SOSIOHUMANIKA journal is published twice a year, i.e. every May and November. For further information, please searching the website at: www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/sosiohumanika

E-mail address: sosiohumanika@gmail.com and atriwusidna@gmail.com
TAWARIKH: Journal of Historical Studies. This journal was firstly published on October 28, 2009. Since issue of April 2012 to April 2014, the TAWARIKH journal was organized by the Lecturers of History Education Department UVRI (Veteran University of the Republic of Indonesia) in Makassar, South Sulawesi; since issue of April 2016 to October 2017, the TAWARIKH journal was organized by the Lecturers of Faculty of Adab and Humanities UIN SGD (State Islamic University, Sunan Gunung Djati) Bandung; and published by Minda Masagi Press, as a publisher owned by ASPENSI (the Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education) in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. The TAWARIKH journal is published twice a year, i.e. every October and April. For further information, please searching the website at: www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/tawarikh E-mail address: tawarikh.journal2009@gmail.com and atriwusidna@gmail.com
ATIKAN: Jurnal Kajian Pendidikan (Journal of Educational Studies). This journal was firstly published on June 1, 2011. Since issues of June 2012 to December 2014, the ATIKAN journal was organized by the Lecturers of FKIP UNSUR (Faculty of Education and Teacher Training, Suryakancana University) in Cianjur, West Java; since issues of December 2014 to June 2015, the ATIKAN journal was also organized by the Lecturers of FPOK IPU (Faculty of Sports and Health Education, Indonesia University of Education) in Bandung; and published by Minda Masagi Press, as a publisher owned by ASPENSI (the Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education) in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. The ATIKAN journal is published twice a year, i.e. every June and December. For further information, please searching the journal website at: www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/atikan and www.aspensi.com. E-mail address: atikan.jurnal@gmail.com and atriwusidna@gmail.com
SUSURGALUR: Jurnal Kajian Sejarah & Pendidikan Sejarah (Journal of History Education & Historical Studies). This journal was firstly published on March 24, 2013. Since issue of September 2013 to date, the SUSURGALUR journal has been organized by the Lecturers of APB UBD (Academy of Brunei Studies, University of Brunei Darussalam) and History Program FASS UBD (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, University of Brunei Darussalam) in Bandar Seri Begawan, Negara Brunei Darussalam; and published by Minda Masagi Press, as a publisher owned by ASPENSI (the Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education) in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. The SUSURGALUR journal is published twice a year, i.e. every March and September. For further information, please searching the journal website at: www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/susurgalur and www.aspensi.com E-mail address: susurgalur.jurnal2013@gmail.com and atriwusidna@gmail.com
Published by Minda Masagi Press owned by ASPENSI in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. Available online at: www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/sipatahoenan

SIPATAHOENAN: South-East Asian Journal for Youth, Sports & Health Education. This journal was firstly published on April 21, 2015. Since issue of April 2015 to October 2015, the SIPATAHOENAN journal was organized by the Central Executive Board of APAKSI (Association of All Indonesian Sports' Experts and Practitioners) in Bandung; supported by KEMENPORA RI (Ministry of Youth and Sports of the Republic of Indonesia) in Jakarta; and published by Minda Masagi Press, as a publisher owned by ASPENSI (the Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education) in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. The SIPATAHOENAN journal is published twice a year, i.e. every April and October. For further information, please searching the journal website at: www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/sipatahoenan and www.aspensi.com E-mail address: sipatahoenan.journal@gmail.com and atriwusidna@gmail.com
It has been published, **INSANCITA: Journal of Islamic Studies in Indonesia and Southeast Asia**. This journal was firstly published on February 5, 2016. Since issue of February 2016 to date, the **INSANCITA** journal has been organized and managed by Alumni of HMI (Himpunan Mahasiswa Islam or Association of Islamic University Students), who work as Lecturers at the HEIs (Higher Education Institutions) in Indonesia; and published by Minda Masagi Press, as a publisher owned by ASPENSI (the Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education) in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. The **INSANCITA** journal is published twice a year, i.e. every February and August. For further information, please searching the journal website at: [www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/insancita](http://www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/insancita) E-mail address: insancita.journal@gmail.com and atriwusidna@gmail.com
It has been published, *MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN: Jurnal Indonesia untuk Kajian Pendidikan* (Indonesian Journal for Educational Studies). This journal was firstly published on March 11, 2016. Since issue of March 2016 to date, the *MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN* journal has been organized and managed by the Lecturers of UPI (Indonesia University of Education) in Bandung; and jointly published by UPI Press and Minda Masagi Press, as a publisher owned by ASPENSI (the Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education) in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. The *MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN* journal is published twice a year, i.e. every March and September. For further information, please searching the journal website at: www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/mimbardik. E-mail address: mimbardik.jurnal.upi@gmail.com and atriwusidna@gmail.com.
It has been published, a new scholarly journal, **HONAI: International Journal for Educational, Social, Political & Cultural Studies**. This journal was firstly be published on May 2, 2018. Since issue of May 2018 to date, the HONAI journal has been organized and managed by the Lecturers of STISIP (College of Social and Political Sciences) *Amal Ilmiah* in Wamena, Papua, and published by Minda Masagi Press, as a publisher owned by ASPENSI (the Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education) in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. The HONAI journal is published twice a year, i.e. every May and November. For further information, please searching the journal website (under construction) at: [www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/honai](http://www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/honai) E-mails address: honai.journal@gmail.com and atriwusidna@gmail.com
It has been published, a new scholarly journal, HISTORIA: Jurnal Kajian Sejarah di Nusantara dan Dunia (Journal of Historical Studies in Indonesia-Malay Archipelagos and the World). This journal was firstly published on December 27, 2018. Since issue of December 2018 to date, the HISTORIA journal has been managed and published by Minda Masagi Press, as a publisher owned by ASPENSI (the Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education) in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. The HISTORIA journal is published twice a year, i.e. every December and June. For further information, please searching the journal website at: www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/historia

E-mails address: mindamas.journals@gmail.com and atriwusidna@gmail.com
One of the ASPENSI (Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education)'s agendas is not only publishing the scholarly journals but also attending the workshop and conference. Showing in the picture was Andi Suwirta, as Chairperson of ASPENSI and Senior Lecturer of UPI (Indonesia University of Education) with his colleagues from Southeast Asian countries, in joining the Workshop and Symposium on ASEANness Citizenship Education in Nagoya University, Japan, on February 20-23, 2014. Pictures from left to right are: Souphany Heuangkeo of Lao, Sim Boon Yee Jasmine of Singapore, Sumlee Thongthew of Thailand, Gian Tu Trung of Vietnam, Andi Suwirta of Indonesia, Seng Sary of Cambodia, Kamaraguru Ramayah of Malaysia, Sallimah Salleh of Brunei Darussalam, and Jerick C. Ferrer of the Philippines.
One of the important things about the ASPENSI (Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education)’s agenda is to organize the national and/or Southeast Asia regional conference. As shown in the picture, ASPENSI Committee has conducted the Round Table Conference on the History Education and Historical Studies in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia, on December 27, 2013. “We are really professional managers of the scholarly journals” is the core-business of ASPENSI; and “Talk Less, Work More” is the motto of Minda Masagi Press in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia.
INVITATION LETTER TO BECOME THE AUTHORS

Number : X/Red.EDU/VIII/2019
Enclosure : 1 (one) journal form.
Concern : Inviting to Become the Authors and Subscribers.

Dear, Sir/Madam

Assalaamu’alaikum Wr. Wbr. (Peace be upon you).

Hopefully you are good in health, under the protection of Allah SWT, and can perform your daily activities well and successfully.

Then, we’d like to inform you that alhamdulillah (thank God), the EDUCARE: International Journal for Educational Studies, Volume 12(1), August 2019, can be published. So sorry for the late publication. However, we’d like to thanks and appreciate to you for improving the journal. And herewith, we give you 1 (one) journal cover of EDUCARE as a gift and acknowledgement.

Hopefully you will interested in to become the Authors and Subscribers for the EDUCARE journal countinously. Please submit the manuscripts to be published in our scholarly journals to conventional e-mails address at: mindamas.journals@gmail.com and suciandi@upi.edu

As we know that the EDUCARE journal is firstly published on 17 August 2008, in the context to commemorate the Indonesian Independence Day. Since issues of February 2009 to February 2016, the EDUCARE journal was organized by the Lecturers of FKIP UMP (Faculty of Education and Teacher Training, Muhammadiyah University of Purwokerto) in Central Java; and published by Minda Masagi Press as a publisher owned by ASPENSI (the Association of Indonesian Scholars of History Education) in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia.

For further information about the EDUCARE journal – including Guidelines for the Authors, Current and Back Issues – since early 2016, the website of EDUCARE journal has been migrated from web based on WP (Word Press) towards web based on OJS (Open Journal System) at: www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/educare

Your good attention and cooperation are highly appreciated. Wassalaamu’alaikum Wr. Wbr. (Peace be also upon you).

Bandung, Indonesia: August 31, 2019
Best regards,

Sri Redjeki Rosdiandi, M.M.Pd.
Director of Minda Masagi Press in Bandung.